
In the music video every shot before a shot of 
the artist singing “ Everything that kills me” 
shows an alligator; the alligator therefore being 
seen as deadly.

The bathtub can again be linked to water and 
drowning like the alligator can.


This shot is very nice with the band central and 
the lights leading us into the shot. The band is 
also contrasted against the background in black 
clothing with a mainly white/pale grey 
background.

In this sequence of shots the band and audience 
of the church can be seen clapping in time to the 
music cutting between them, this links the song, 
performance and narrative to make the video 
flow.

In the narrative they clap and stamp to the beat 
just like the performers linking the two together. 
This is then further intensified with the stamping 
causing dust to rain down on the performers with 
close ups of the floorboards bending to further 
link them as the audience will infer the narrative 
is above the performance in the video.


The final shot reveals the inferences that the 
audience will have made to be true with the 
performance and narrative physically linked by 
one being onto of the other as a hole opens up 
and we can visually see both aspects in the 
same shot. This is a very nice way to finish the 
video by answering any questions the audience 
may have and give an ending to both narrative 
and performance at the same time being more 
dramatic.

In the video we see many hanging strip lights 
that flash and swing. As the song progresses 
and gets faster and more intense the lights flash 
faster and swing more with some even falling off 
reflecting the music. It is also linked to the lyrics 
‘In my face theres flashing signs”

Onto of this there is shorter shot lengths towards 
the end when intensity rises, more mayhem 
things falling and there tends to be a cut every 
second with more time spent on the 
performance than narrative.





